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Abstract. The ionospheric and magnetospheric current sys-
tems are responsible of the daily magnetic field changes.
Recently, the Natural Orthogonal Components (NOC) tech-
nique has been applied to model the physical system respon-
sible of the daily variation of the geomagnetic field, effi-
ciently and accurately (Xu and Kamide, 2004). Indeed, this
approach guarantees that the number of parameters used to
represent the physical process is small as much as possible,
and consequently process control for such system becomes
apparent.

We focus our present study on the analysis of the hourly
means of the magnetic elements H, D and Z recorded at
L’Aquila observatory in Italy from 1993 to 2004. We ap-
ply to this dataset the NOC technique to reconstruct the 3-
dimensional structures of the different ionospheric and mag-
netospheric current systems which contribute to the geo-
magnetic daily variations. To support our interpretation in
terms of the different ionospheric and magnetospheric cur-
rent systems, the spectral and statistical features of the time-
dependent amplitudes associated to the set of natural orthog-
onal components are analyzed and compared to those of a
set of descriptors of the magnetospheric dynamics and solar
wind changes.
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1 Introduction

The geomagnetic field varies on a huge range of time scales:
from milliseconds to millions of years. The slower changes,
occurring over time scales of a few years to thousand years,
are related to the dynamo processes acting within the Earth
and are generally referred to as geomagnetic secular varia-
tion. On the contrary, the short-term variations are primarily
of external origin arising from currents flowing in the iono-
sphere and magnetosphere (Merrill et al., 1996). Currents
flowing in the magnetosphere are responsible for the occur-
rence of geomagnetic storms and substorms (i.e. of irregular
variations), while currents flowing in the ionosphere are as-
sociated with a more or less regular daily variation of the
geomagnetic field.

Among the possible short-term geomagnetic variations the
smoothest and most regular is that observed on magnetically
quiet days, and it is known as “solar quiet daily variation”.
This variation mainly arises from the ionospheric current sys-
tem flowing in the so-called dynamo region. This current sys-
tem, which can be quite well approximated by a 2-D current
flowing in the ionospheric E-region between 90 and 130 km
(Chapman, 1929; Richmond et al., 1976), is driven by differ-
ent processes. This current is indeed related with the expan-
sion and contraction of the atmosphere as the Sun rises and
falls daily through the year, with the global scale horizontal
upper-atmosphere winds, with the lunar tidal forces upon the
region, and with variations of the sun electromagnetic emis-
sions responsible for extra fotoionization of the region. As a
result, the solar daily variation is a function of latitude, local
time, season and solar activity level (Campbell, 2003).

However, on days characterized by normal geomagnetic
activity, or even days with only minor disturbance, in addi-
tion to the solar quiet daily variation there is the solar dis-
turbance variation, whose intensity varies with the intensity
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of the general disturbance. The solar daily variation fluctu-
ates in both amplitude and pattern even on very quiet days.
These changes are known as “day-to-day variation” and are
ascribed to irregularities in the winds at E-region height and
to solar-activity-related changes in the ionospheric conduc-
tivity and wind system. Moreover, ground magnetometers
are capable of detecting fields due to distant magnetospheric
sources such as the magnetotail current, the partial ring cur-
rent, the substorm current wedge and the dayside current
wedge. The contribution coming from these magnetospheric
sources is not entirely negligible. Indeed, they physically
contribute to the daily variation even on relatively quiet days.

At present, the accurate determination of quiet-day field
variation finds utility in improving the satellite main-field
modelling, in profiling the Earth’s electrical conductivity,
and in determining the baselines from which magnetospheric
disturbances are quantified. Moreover, monitoring the day-
to-day variability could provide very important contributions
to the knowledge of the ionospheric dynamics as it could
be the key to investigate the solar wind-magnetosphere-
ionosphere coupling from a different point of view.

Recently,Xu and Kamide(2004) andChen et al.(2007)
have used the method of Natural Orthogonal Components
(NOC) to decompose the magnetic daily variation and ex-
press it as the summation of eigenmodes or Empirical Or-
thogonal Functions (EOFs). InXu and Kamide(2004) the
NOC analysis is applied to the horizontal magnetic field
component (H) recorded at Beijing Ming Tombs observatory
(BMT), while in Chen et al.(2007) the H-component from a
meridian chain of magnetometers along 120◦ E longitude is
analyzed. In both papers the first NOC eigenmode represents
the solar quiet daily variation, the second the disturbance-
daily variation, while the third and fourth eigenmodes may
be related to specific currents in the magnetosphere.

Driven by the above results, we focus our present study on
the analysis of the hourly means of the three magnetic field
elements (H, D and Z) recorded at L’Aquila observatory over
a period of 12 years. The aim of our study is not only to iden-
tify the different current systems that contribute to the daily
variation of the Earth’s magnetic field, but also to study their
mid/long-term temporal evolution and find possible correla-
tions with appropriate parameters related to these currents,
by analyzing the spectral and statistical features of the as-
sociated PCs. Last but not least, we investigate the cross-
talk among the different principal components, obtained via
the NOC decomposition, by estimating an information the-
ory quantity: the mutual information.

2 Dataset and analysis

To investigate the daily variation of the geomagnetic field and
its temporal evolution, we analyze the hourly means of the
magnetic elements H, D and Z recorded in Italy at L’Aquila
(AQU) observatory from 1993 to 2004. The position of

the geomagnetic observatory (corrected geomagnetic coordi-
nates at the epoch 2007: GLat 36.24◦ N and GLong 87.2◦ E)
is particularly suitable for this type of study being sufficiently
far away from the polar regions, where the magnetospheric
processes may completely dominate the geomagnetic field
recordings and, only on rare occasions, the true solar daily
variation may be observed.

To reveal simple patterns within the complex geomagnetic
daily variation we apply the NOC method (Jackson et al.,
1991; Golovkov et al., 1992; Xu and Kamide, 2004). This
method offers the way to extract those structures that remain
coherent throughout a time series. In practice, a set of or-
thogonal eigenvectors and eigenvalues is estimated from ob-
served data. By conveniently combining these eigenvectors
it is possible to write the observed variables in terms of the
smallest possible set of natural orthogonal basis functions.
This type of analysis has been widely used in literature, for
instance for the study of daily magnetic variation (Golovkov
et al., 1978; Xu and Kamide, 2004), for space-time analysis
of the main geomagnetic field (Rotanova et al., 1982), for the
study of global models of the geomagnetic field (Xu, 2002,
2003), for the automatic calculation of K indices (Golovkov
et al., 1989; Papitashvili et al., 1992), and even for the sep-
aration of the substorm current system into directly driven
and loading-unloading components (Sun et al., 1998, 2000).
Similar techniques have been applied to the study of the solar
cycle (Mininni et al., 2002, 2004; Consolini et al., 2009).

The starting point of the NOC technique is the assumption
that we measure a variablex(di,tj ) representing a magnetic
field element (H, D or Z) on a certain daydi at the timetj
(here being the local time - LT). Given a number of sam-
ples ofx(di,tj ), NOC allows us to define a smaller set of
variables/functions, namedEmpirical Orthogonal Functions
(EOFs) andPrincipal Components(PCs), capable of describ-
ing the entire set of observations. Actually, there are many
methods capable of doing this job, the benefit of NOC is that
the set of functions used in the expansion of the time series
is not determined in advance but, conversely, is estimated
using the dataset. Therefore, the daily variation of any mag-
netic element can be written in terms of a basis of Empirical
Orthogonal Functions (EOFs)φk(tj ) as follows:

x(di,tj ) =

N∑
k=1

Ak(di)φ
k(tj ) (1)

where the collection of valuesx(di,tj ) provides the elements
xij of them×n matrix X̂ with rows corresponding to the ob-
servations made on a fixed daydi and atn values of time
tj , and the columns to the observations made at fixed timetj
and onm different daysdi , andN is the number of com-
ponents chosen for the decomposition (i.e., the truncation
level). In Eq. (1), the EOF isφk(tj ) that is the mode of the
k-th component with elementsφk

j (j = 1,2,...,n) describing
the temporal distribution (i.e., it is the basis used for the ex-
pansion), and the PC isAk(di), which is the amplitude of the
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corresponding mode with elementsak
i for (i = 1,2,...,m). In

practice, the EOFsφk(tj ) and the PCsAk(di) (in the follow-
ing Ak

i andφk
j , respectively) are capable of identifying the

components of the daily variation and their temporal evolu-
tions.

To evaluate the EOFsφk and the associated PCsAk from
a dataset, it is necessary to minimize the error made in the
representation of observed data by means of the expansion
of Eq. (1). This errorδ can be defined as the total squared
difference between observed and estimated data (seeXu and
Kamide, 2004), and it is given by:

δ =

m∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

[
xij −

N∑
k=1

Ak
i φ

k
j

]2

. (2)

The NOC approach consisting of minimizingδ by solving
the following eigenvector/eigenvalue problem,

V̂ φk
= λkφ

k (3)

whereV̂ is theN ×N covariance matrix with elementsvij

given by

V̂ = X̂TX̂ (4)

whereX̂ = {xij }, andX̂T is the transpose matrix.
Thus, solving Eq. (3) we estimate the eigenvaluesλk and

the corresponding eigenvectorsφk for k = 1,...,N , and suc-
cessively the amplitudesAk, given by

Ak
= X̂φk. (5)

whereAk
= {Ak

j }.
We note that the eigenvaluesλk provide a measure of the

variance of the corresponding PC, i.e.,λk = N〈y2
k 〉, where

〈y2
k 〉 is the mean-square value of thek-th PC. Furthermore,

once the eigenvalue spectrumλk is evaluated, it is possible to
establish the numberN∗ < N of fundamental EOFs that are
sufficient to capture most of the properties of the observed
variable, i.e.,

x(di,tj ) ∼

N∗∑
k=1

Ak(di)φ
k(tj ). (6)

On the basis of the above consideration, it is clear that the
NOC analysis preserves the total variance (energy) of the
signal, and that it is strictly valid for signals caused by the
linear superposition of orthogonal modes. Consequently, the
results of its application to signals resulting from nonlinear
processes could be questionable, and the interpretation of the
meaning of the EOFs may be difficult.

3 Results and discussion

3.1 NOC results

Figure1 shows the hourly means of H, D and Z magnetic
field elements recorded at L’Aquila geomagnetic observatory
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Fig. 1. Hourly means of H, D and Z magnetic field elements (from
top to bottom) as recorded at L’Aquila observatory in the period
from January 1993 to December 2004.

from 1993 to 2004. The shown trends evidence the existence
of annual changes (see modulation in amplitude) as well as
of secular changes (the average trend). Before applying the
NOC analysis we eliminated these trends removing the daily
mean from each day.

Figure2 shows the spectra of the eigenvaluesλk evaluated
from Eq. (3) for the H, D and Z magnetic field elements, re-
spectively. All the spectra are characterized by a rapid drop
at smallk (k < 5). Indeed, the first 4 eigenvalues (and equiv-
alently the associated first 4 PCs) explain up to 75%, 88%
and 90% of the total variance of the H, D and Z magnetic
field elements, respectively. Consequently, we can assume
that most of the variability observed in the geomagnetic field
daily variation is explained in terms of a very small num-
ber of natural orthogonal components (k < 5). The rest of
the eigenvalues can either take into account transient fluctu-
ations and noise or represent the contribution of stochastic
processes. This point is confirmed by the exponential de-
cay of the eigenvalue spectra [λk ∼ exp(−αk)] for k > 10.
We notice that the spectrum of the eigenvaluesλk associated
with the horizontal component H is different from the oth-
ers. In the eigenvalue spectrum of the H component the first
2 eigenvalues are of the same order of magnitude. In con-
trast, in the case of the D and Z elements eigenvalue spectra
the largest eigenvalue is one order of magnitude larger than
the second one. Thus, in this last case, the daily variation
is essentially represented by the first EOF. Considering the
rapid drop of the eigenvalue spectra, we fix the truncation
level N∗

= 4 for all the three magnetic field elements being
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Fig. 2. The NOC eigenvalue spectraλk of H, D and Z magnetic
field elements. Theλk spectra of declination D has been scaled by
a factor 103 for convenience. The dashed lines are exponential fits
of spectra in the rangek ∈ [10,21] characterized by a characteristic
decay factorα = [0.148±0.006].

the first four EOFs capable of representing the major part of
the daily variation.

In the following figures, we group the EOFs according to
the different current systems we think they may represent.
Thus, in Fig.3 we report the first EOF associated with D
(φ1

D(t)) and Z (φ1
Z(t)) elements and the second EOF associ-

ated with the H (φ2
H(t)) component. These EOFs describe

the solar daily variation along the three magnetic field ele-
ments. The trend of these EOFs is that of the solar quiet
daily variation (Sq) expected at mid-latitude where the AQU
geomagnetic observatory is located (Campbell, 2003). In-
deed, the daily pattern of theφ2

H(t) function is characterized
by a morning minimum (at about 09:00 LT) and an after-
noon maximum (at about 20:00 LT). In contrast, the pattern
of theφ1

D(t) function exhibits a morning maximum (at about
08:00 LT) and an afternoon minimum (at about 14:00 LT),
while theφ1

Z(t) function is characterized by a minimum at
around noon.

The PCs (A2
H, A1

D andA1
Z), associated with the EOFs re-

ported in Fig.3, are plotted in Fig.4. These PCs (or daily
amplitudes) exhibit the well-known feature of seasonal solar
daily variation characterized by a maximum in the spring-
summer period and a minimum in the autumn-winter one
(Matsushita and Maeda, 1965). The seasonal variation can be
better visualized using the statistical method of superposed
epoch analysis. The results of this method, applied to the
daily values of the amplitudes, point out the characteristics
of the signal on 1-year scale as shown in the right panels of
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Fig. 3. The EOFs associated with the solar quiet daily variation for
H, D and Z magnetic field elements.

Fig.4. The observed seasonal asymmetry is the same charac-
terizing the solar daily variation and it is particularly evident
in the H and Z components. In the past few decades, it was
implicitly assumed that the daily variation was a function of
the Sun’s declination (Howe, 1950), so that spring and au-
tumn equinoxes were symmetrical from a geomagnetic point
of view. Nowadays, it is known that the seasonal dependence
of the daily variation is more complicated. Recently,Chulliat
et al.(2005) have found a strong lack of symmetry about the
summer solstice for the geomagnetic field diurnal variation
at mid-latitude observatories. In particular, the average sea-
sonal variations of the 24-h line amplitude for the H and Z
components (the only investigated by the authors) relative to
Chambon-La-Foŕet observatory is well in agreement with our
results. It has been suggested (Chulliat et al., 2005) that the
seasonal asymmetry could correspond to a seasonal asym-
metry in the lower thermospheric winds responsible for the
solar daily variations through the ionospheric dynamo.

It is known that theSq field varies slowly in amplitude and
phase (time of maximum) through the months of the year.
Naturally, by means of NOC we obtained a trend of theSq
(as represented by the EOFs) that is a mean trend over the
investigated time interval along each of the three considered
magnetic field elements. While NOC decomposition is able
to reconstruct the seasonal variations ofSq, it is not capa-
ble of reproducing its slow variation in phase. This can be
verified in Fig.5 where, to support our results, we have re-
ported both the true and the NOC-reconstructedSq for all
the magnetic elements. The reconstructedSq has been ob-
tained multiplying each EOF for the corresponding PC am-
plitude (Sj

q ∼ Ak
jφ

k
j with j = H,D,Z) for the year 1996,
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Fig. 4. The PCs associated with the EOFs reported in Fig.3 for H, D and Z magnetic field elements (left panels) and the average annual
behavior of PCs as evaluated applying the superposed epoch analysis (right panels). The vertical solid lines in right panels indicate the
equinoxes and solstices.

which corresponds to a solar minimum. With this operation
we are practically including the seasonal variation. The true
Sq, estimated for each magnetic field element, is nothing else
than the average daily variation ofSq reconstructed using H,
D and Z values recorded at L’Aquila geomagnetic observa-
tory during the five quietest days of each month of 1996. In
detail, we have identified the five quietest days of each month
of the 1996 year and averaged over them. In this way, theSq
variation reconstructed using NOC analysis can be properly
compared with theSq variation estimated directly from ob-
servatory data. The comparison confirms the possibility of
the NOC analysis to reconstruct the mean trend ofSq field
with its seasonal variation. However, some discrepancies
can be observed as, for instance, those regarding the shift
of Sq phase. In the second part (Sects. 3.2 and 3.3) of this
paper it will be indicated that the effect of the ionospheric
current system responsible of theSq field may probably in-
fluence different EOFs. We suggest that the small contribu-
tions, which we can find in the EOFs of higher order, could
take into account of the slow phase variations.

The EOFsφ1
H(t), φ2

D(t) andφ2
Z(t) are reported in Fig.6.

These EOFs represent the disturbance daily variation SD as
defined byChapman and Bartels(1940). According to the
authors (Chapman and Bartels, 1940), this variation is re-
lated to a current system present in the ionosphere and mag-
netosphere that corresponds to the partial ring current and
the related field-aligned currents. Indeed, the EOFsφ1

H(t)

andφ2
Z(t) are characterized mostly by a variation in the dusk

and midnight sectors that is related to the partial ring cur-
rent flowing in the equatorial plane, while the EOFφ2

D(t)

is asymmetric with respect to the local midnight showing a
maximum in the evening sector (at about 21:00 LT) and a
minimum in the early morning one (at about 07:00 LT). The
different sign of the function reflects the opposite senses of
the field-aligned currents. Indeed, the field-aligned currents
go down to the ionosphere on the dawn side, and go up to the

magnetotail on the dusk side, flowing in the opposite way at
the latitude where AQU geomagnetic observatory is located.

The intensity of these currents depends on the magnetic
activity level. Consequently, we expect that this dependence
characterizes also the PCs (A1

H, A2
D andA2

Z) associated with
these components.

As in the previous case, we apply the method of the super-
posed epoch analysis to the PCs for the whole period (1993–
2004). The results indicate a seasonal trend (see Fig.6) that
may be described as a double wave with a minimum in May–
June and two maxima localized around February–March and
September–October, respectively. The annual trend of this
variation is similar to that own of Dst-index (data not shown).
This magnetic activity index, which is computed from mea-
surements of the H component at four low-latitude ground
stations widely spaced in longitude, is designed to measure
the azimuthally symmetric part of the low-latitude perturba-
tion field due to magnetic disturbances (Sugiura and Kamei,
1991). It includes the disturbance field produced by the ring
current although it is affected also by the disturbance fields
generated by the magnetopause current, the cross-tail cur-
rent, the field-aligned currents and the currents induced in
the diamagnetic Earth (Campbell, 1996). Dst-index is inde-
pendent of ionospheric conductivity and instead of one or
two peaks per year at the solstices, it is characterized by
two peaks near the equinoxes. The similarity between the
annual variation of magnetic activity, described by the Dst-
index, and the average annual variation of the PCs supports
our interpretation on the physical processes associated with
the EOFs in terms of SD variation.

Thus, to completely identify the Empirical Orthogonal
Functions we looked at both the daily trends of these func-
tions and the annual trends of the associated Principal Com-
ponents. Indeed, latitudinal and temporal variations of the
Sq andSD fields are very different from each other and con-
sequently are easily identifiable. For this reason we think
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Fig. 6. The EOFs associated with the disturbance daily variations
for H, D and Z magnetic field elements.

that our interpretation of the first and second EOF should be
correct althoughXu and Kamide(2004) obtained a differ-
ent result from the NOC decomposition of the horizontal H
component. Indeed, inXu and Kamide(2004) the first and
second NOC eigenmodes and associated PCs for the H com-
ponent correspond toSq andSD, respectively. The observed
difference can be due to the following reasons: (i) a different
latitudinal location for the observations (there is a difference
of 7◦ in latitude); (ii) a different time interval for the con-
sidered dataset (1 year inXu and Kamide, 2004, 12 years in
our case). Furthermore, we notice that in our case the first
two terms of the eigenvalue spectrum are of the same order
of magnitude meaning that the energies associated with these
terms are comparable and making the exchange of these two
terms not relevant.

The EOFsφ3
H(t), φ3

D(t) andφ3
Z(t) (Fig. 8) are character-

ized by significant variations on the dayside (6÷18 LT) im-
plying their relationship with the dayside currents. Consider-
ing the different current systems present in the dayside of the
magnetosphere, the only current capable of producing such a
daily variation is the magnetopause current system. This cur-
rent system, located at the Earth’s magnetopause, forms the
physical boundary between the solar wind plasma and the
magnetosphere plasma. It can be visualized as closed loops
of current flowing around two null or neutral points, where
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the total magnetic field (main field plus the field from the
magnetopause currents) is zero. The currents flow clockwise
in the Southern Hemisphere and anticlockwise in the North-
ern one. The effect of the Earth’s rotation under this current
system gives rise to a geomagnetic daily variation which de-
pends on both the intensity of the current and the angle be-
tween the Earth’s dipole axis and the direction of the solar
wind. The seasonal variation of the magnetopause current
system (see Fig.8) is clearly visible in the trend of the asso-
ciated PCs (A3

H, A3
D andA3

Z). It is characterized by two max-
ima near the equinoxes (see the plot relative to the〈A3

Z〉), thus
supporting the independence of the associated EOFs from the
ionospheric processes, which are mainly characterized by a
single maxima structure localized in the summer season.

Finally, Figs. 9 and 10 show the EOFs and the associated
PCs obtained forK = 4, respectively. We are not capable of
offering a definite physical interpretation for these EOFs on
the basis of the NOC analysis alone. It is reasonable to state
that these functions represent the combined effects of differ-
ent magnetospheric current systems that the NOC method is
not able to single out.

3.2 Relation of PCs with solar, interplanetary and
magnetospheric parameters

To complete our interpretation of EOFs in terms of the vari-
ous ionospheric and magnetospheric current systems, we in-
vestigate the relation between daily variation of the EOFs
(i.e., PCs) and some solar, interplanetary and magnetospheric
parameters that influence or describe the evolution of these
current systems. To investigate such a relation (shared in-
formation), we consider the daily averages of the following
quantities

– the interplanetary magnetic field Z-component,

– the Y-component of the electric fieldESW
y ,
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Fig. 8. The EOFs associated with the contribution to the daily vari-
ation due to the magnetopause current system and relative to H, D
and Z magnetic field elements.

– the Dst-index,

– the dynamical pressure of the solar windP SW
n ,

– the F10.7 solar flux density, measured at a wavelength
of 10.7 cm,

for the period 1993–2004. Data come from the
NSSDC/OMNI database.

The standard way to evaluate the mutual interrelation be-
tween two signals is to compute their linear cross-correlation
coefficient (the Pearson’s coefficient| r |). As well known,
this coefficient| r | provides a simple measure of the lin-
ear correlation and it ranges from 0 to 1. A value of 1 is
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Fig. 10. The EOFs associated with the contribution to the daily
variation due to other magnetospheric current systems and relative
to H, D and Z magnetic field elements.

the result of a perfect linear relationship between the ana-
lyzed variables, while a value of 0 is the result of no lin-
ear relationship. In practice, the value of this parameter is
some intermediate number whose significance depends on
the number of samples. We recall that in statistics a result
is called statistically significant if it is unlikely to have oc-
curred by chance. Therefore, it is crucial to establish if the
value of the Pearson’s coefficient between two signals is sta-
tistically significant. So, once established the null hypothesis
as | r |= 0, i.e. absence of correlation, and chosen a signifi-
cance level, what we here call the significance threshold (or
p-value) must be estimated (of course for the selected signif-
icance level and for the degrees of freedom of the problem,

usuallyN −2, whereN is the sample size). This means that
if the found value of correlation coefficient is less than the
specified threshold the hypothesis of correlation must be re-
jected. Thus, in order to establish a significance level for the
correlation found, we have estimated a significance thresh-
old | rs | for the Pearson’s coefficient by means of the well-
known Surrogate Data Test (SDT) (Theiler et al., 1992). This
significance threshold corresponds to the standard 5% null-
hypothesis value for two uncorrelated noise samples. In de-
tail, for each couple of variables we first generate a couple
of random phase signals with the same Fourier spectral den-
sity, by simply randomizing the Fourier phases of the original
signals. Successively, we estimate the Pearson’s coefficient
| r |. We iterate this procedure for 1000 times generating a
set of 1000 Pearson’s coefficient values for each couple of
variables, over which we evaluate the 5% significance level.
That means that in our case correlation values smaller than
the corresponding 5% SDT significance value can be read as
absence of correlation. In Table 1 we report only the statisti-
cally significant correlation coefficients between the PCs and
the selected parameters. Looking at the values reported in Ta-
ble 1 it could be conjectured that they are not representative
of a relevant correlation degree. However, although the sig-
nificance must be evaluated in respect of the null-hypothesis
threshold, as already explained above, there is also a physi-
cal reason for the observed low values of| r |. As a matter of
fact, as well documented in a huge literature the response of
the magnetosphere-ionosphere system to the changes of the
external (boundary) conditions is nonlinear. In this case, the
Pearson’s coefficient| r |, which is designed to estimate the
presence of a linear correlation, could not be capable of cap-
turing the overall (linear and nonlinear) correlation degree.
For this reason we approach the evaluation of the correlation
degree via the null-hypothesis test.

According to the results reported in Table 1 we note that
the first group of PCs (A2

H, A1
D andA1

Z) is correlated with

Ann. Geophys., 28, 1–14, 2010 www.ann-geophys.net/28/1/2010/
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Table 1. The Pearson’s correlation coefficient| r |. The “–” refers
to values less than the fixed 5% null-hypothesis threshold value.
Bold values identify correlation values higher than 3 times the 5%
threshold value.

PC F10.7 BSW
Z ESW

y P SW
n Dst

A2
H 0.047 – – 0.176 –

A1
D 0.302 0.054 – – –

A1
Z 0.328 – – – –

A1
H – 0.276 0.369 0.203 0.487

A2
D 0.098 0.222 0.265 0.223 0.495

A2
Z 0.143 0.082 0.176 0.256 0.282

A3
H – 0.081 0.067 – –

A3
D 0.159 0.054 0.084 0.139 –

A3
Z 0.062 – – – 0.177

A4
H 0.100 – – 0.051 –

A4
D 0.142 0.126 0.146 0.248 –

A4
Z – 0.060 0.087 0.134 –

the F10.7 solar flux density. The result supports our previ-
ous hypothesis according to which the corresponding EOFs
describe the ionospheric current system responsible of the
solar quiet (Sq) daily variation. Indeed, the F10.7 solar pa-
rameter is a proxy of the actual solar total irradiance which
is well known to affect the status of the upper atmosphere by
energizing the current systems of the ionospheric dynamo.
Furthermore, it seems that a statistically significant correla-
tion can be found also with the solar wind dynamic pressure
P SW

n for the H-component. It can be understood in terms
of changes of the magnetospheric field topology (Macmillan
and Droujinina, 2007).

Differently, the values of the correlation coefficient| r |

for the amplitudesA1
H, A2

D andA2
Z reveal a good degree of

correlation with the Dst-index,BSW
Z , ESW

y andP SW
n being

the found values of correlation greater than three times the
5% threshold value. This result confirms the hypothesis that
the EOFsφ1

H(t), φ2
D(t) andφ2

Z(t), associated with these PCs,
mainly describe the current system formed by the partial ring
current and the related field-aligned currents. Indeed, it is
well known that the intensity of these currents increases with
the magnetospheric activity level as well represented by the
Dst-index. This point is also confirmed by the high degree
of the correlation with the IMF and solar wind parameters
(see e.g.BSW

Z , ESW
y orP SW

n ), although the correlation degree

with BSW
Z is less than that withESW

y and Dst-index. This
point can be understood considering that a better proxy of
the solar-wind driving is the southward component ofBSW

Z ,
which generally drives the reconnection at the nose of the
magnetopause allowing the solar wind to flow into the mag-
netospheric cavity. Furthermore, the second group of PCs
still shows a certain degree of influence from F10.7 solar flux
density, suggesting that the NOC decomposition is perhaps
not able to completely remove theSq field from the EOFs
associated with this set of PCs. Thus, although the NOC
decomposition is substantially an orthogonal decomposition,
still a certain cross-talk between the different PCs may exist
due to the presence of shared information. This point will
be investigated later in this work using an information theory
approach.

The third set of PCs, associated with those EOFs that we
suppose to describe the magnetopause current system, are
mainly correlated with the solar wind parameters along H
and D components, and Dst-index on Z component. Again, a
certain degree of correlation with the F10.7 solar flux density
is still present especially in the D-component.

The fourth set of PCs indicates a good correlation with
BSW

Z , the solar wind dynamic pressureP SW
n , the electric field

www.ann-geophys.net/28/1/2010/ Ann. Geophys., 28, 1–14, 2010
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Fig. 12. Comparison between the seasonal dependence of the 1996
quiet daily variation along the H component as reconstructed us-
ing contribution from the 2nd and 4th EOF (SH

q = A2
Hφ2

H +A4
Hφ4

H)
(negative and positive values are in red and blue, respectively) and
the trueSq (black circles) evaluated by averaging the daily variation
of the 5 quietest days of every month of 1996. Time is reported in
universal time (UT= LT − 1) for convenience.

ESW
y and F10.7 supporting the hypothesis that the EOFs as-

sociated with these PCs could be representative of mixed cur-
rent systems affected by changes of interplanetary conditions
and that they may include a contribution along the H and D
elements coming from the ionospheric current system.

In the light of the above correlation studies, we take the
opportunity to return to the question of the seasonal phase
changes of the quiet daily variationSq. In Sect. 3.1 we pro-
posed that the discrepancies in the phase shift observed com-

paring NOC-reconstructed and trueSq could be due to the
fact that the effect of the ionospheric current system respon-
sible of theSq field may influence different EOFs. Here we
want to verify this hypothesis. Limiting our discussion to
the H magnetic field component, according to the results re-
ported in Table 1, we may note that theA4

H shows a signif-
icant correlation mainly with F10.7. This suggests us that
the associated EOF (φ4

H(t)) could contain relevant informa-
tion on the solar quiet daily variation. Figure12 shows the
reconstruction of the solar quiet daily variationSH

q for the
H magnetic component made taking into account of all the
EOFs showing a significant correlation with F10.7, i.e. the
2nd and 4th EOFs. Phase shifts are now visible and a better
correlation in phase with true data is observed. This confirms
the idea that the effect of a single current may enter into dif-
ferent EOFs although with different weights.

3.3 PCs cross-talk

To investigate the actual existence of a certain amount of
cross-talk between the different PCs, we have first estimated
the orthogonality degree and successively the presence of a
nonlinear correlation by means of the mutual information
MI(X,Y ).

To evaluate the orthogonality degree between couples of
PCs obtained by the NOC decomposition we have defined
the following quantity,

IOij =
2
∑

t A
i
L(t)A

j
L(t)∑

t (A
i
L(t)2+A

j
L(t)2)

(7)

whereAi
L(t) andA

j
L(t) are two PCs coming from the NOC

decomposition of the same magnetic element (L = H,D,Z).
In our case the obtained values ofIOij are in all the cases
(with i 6= j ) practically zero (| IOij |< 10−5), thus confirm-
ing the orthogonality of the PCs as expected. As a conse-
quence of this result we can conclude that linear cross-talk
is not present among the PCs. However, we cannot exclude
that a certain amount of nonlinear cross-talk could exist and
that it could be revealed by means of an information theory
approach by evaluating the mutual information MI(X,Y ).

The mutual information quantity MI(X,Y ) is indeed ca-
pable of better detecting the overall linear and nonlinear cou-
pling between two quantities, in terms of shared information.
This quantity is defined as

MI(X,Y ) =

∑
xi∈A

∑
yj ∈B

p(xi,yj )log
p(xi,yj )

p(xi)p(yj )
(8)

wherep(xi,yj ) is the joint probability functionof finding
(xi,yj ) ∈A⊗B, andp(xi) andp(yj ) are the probability dis-
tribution functions ofX andY. Thus, the mutual informa-
tion can be thought of as a generalized correlation measure,
which is sensitive to any relationship between the two signals
X andY (Shannon, 1948; Gelfand et al., 1956).

Ann. Geophys., 28, 1–14, 2010 www.ann-geophys.net/28/1/2010/
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The computation of mutual information requires the eval-
uation of joint and single variable probability distribution
functions. This point is so crucial in correctly evaluating the
mutual information that different techniques were developed
in the past (Kraskov et al., 2004; Cellucci et al., 2005). To
overcome this computational problem we apply the standard
histogram technique combined with an optimal data-based
binning (Knuth et al., 2005; Knuth, 2006). According to
Knuth (2006) this optimal data-based binning technique es-
timates the optimal number of bins in a uniform bin-width
histogram deriving the posterior probability for the number
of bins in a Bayesian framework. Namely, ifN is the total
number of samples,M is the number of bins and{nk} in the
number of samples in thek-th bin, then the posterior proba-
bility for the number of binsp(M | N,nk) is

p(M | N,nk) ∝

(
M

V

)N
0(M/2)

0(1/2)M

∏
k0(nk +1/2)

0(N +M/2)
, (9)

whereV is the data range. The optimal number of bins is
given by the maximum value of the probabilityp(M | N,nk).
Equation (9) can be extended to higher dimensions to eval-
uate n-dimensional distribution functions (seeKnuth, 2006,
for more details).

In Table 2 we report the mutual information values
MI(Ai

L,A
j
L) between the couples of PCsAk

L of the same
magnetic field component. We limit our analysis only to the
first 4 PCs.

To estimate the statistical significance of MI(Ai
L,A

j
L) val-

ues we evaluate a threshold value for MI(Ai
L,A

j
L), which

corresponds to the usual 5% null-hypothesis value by apply-
ing the same technique described in the previous section for
the Pearson’s correlation coefficient based on SDT. We re-
port in Table 2 the corresponding 5% significance threshold
value for each couple of PCs. As in the previous case, values
of MI(Ai

L,A
j
L) less than the corresponding 5% significance

threshold value are read as absence of nonlinear cross-talk.
Looking at the results reported in Table 2, we can con-

firm our previous interpretation on the existence of a certain
nonlinear cross-talk among the different PCs, confirming the
hypothesis according to which the EOFs and PCs from NOC
decomposition may still be, in some cases, representative of
mixed current systems.

3.4 Statistical and spectral features of PCs

To complete our analysis of PCs we investigate their statisti-
cal and spectral features.

Figure13 reports the power spectral density (PSD) of the
four sets of PCs, grouped as in Table 1. These PSDs are
evaluated as the trace of the spectral density matrix, i.e.,
S(f ) =

∑
i Si(f ) where theSi(f ) are the PSDs of the H

and Z PCs of each group (here D-component has not been
considered being representative of an angular variation). All
the PSDs exhibit the characteristic annual variation along

Table 2. The mutual information MI(Ai
L
,A

j
L
) between the PCs of

the same NOC decomposition (L = H,D or Z). Values in round
brackets are the corresponding 5% significance threshold values.
The lowercaseL stands forH , D andZ magnetic field elements,

respectively. Remind that MI(Ai
L
,A

j
L
) = MI(A

j
L
,Ai

L
), being mu-

tual information a symmetric quantity.

A2
L

A3
L

A4
L

H Component

A1
L

0.050 0.092 0.058
(0.016) (0.016) (0.014)

A2
L

0.067 0.041
(0.040) (0.018)

A3
L

0.036
(0.017)

D Component

A1
L

0.227 0.075 0.042
(0.134) (0.049) (0.018)

A2
L

0.046 0.028
(0.032) (0.015)

A3
L

0.061
(0.015)

Z Component

A1
L

0.082 0.047 0.034
(0.022) (0.037) (0.019)

A2
L

0.043 0.039
(0.016) (0.015)

A3
L

–
(0.017)

with its higher harmonics. An extra characteristic period-
icity at f ∼ 0.037 day−1 is found in the case of the SD
daily variation (plot #2 of Fig.13). It corresponds to the
well-known Carrington periodicity relative to solar rotation
(∼ 27.28 day). The obtained result supports the identifica-
tion of φ1

H(t), φ2
D(t) andφ2

Z(t) as representative of the dis-
turbance daily variation suggesting the clear influence of the
recurrent solar structures on the variations of the partial ring
current and field aligned current features. We also notice that
the PSD reported in plot #4 of Fig.13 exhibits, besides the
annual periodicity and its harmonic and/or sub-harmonic, a
small peak at the second harmonic of the Carrington solar
rotation periodicity. That confirms the previous hypothesis
of a combination of current systems, which are described by
EOFsφ4

H(t), φ4
D(t) andφ4

Z(t), and that we are not able to
identify correctly.

At the end, Fig.14shows the probability distribution func-
tions (PDFs) of the first four PC groupsAk

L (k = 1,2,3,4) for
the three magnetic field elements (L = H,D,Z), clustered
according to the previous classification (see Sect. 3.1). To
compare the different statistics of the PCs for the different

www.ann-geophys.net/28/1/2010/ Ann. Geophys., 28, 1–14, 2010
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elements before computing the PDFs we shifted each PC by
its mean value and normalized to the variance:Ak

L → x =

(Ak
L −〈Ak

L〉)/σAk
L
. We note that the statistics of the PCs as-

sociated with theSq daily variation (plot #1 of Fig.14) is in
agreement with a Gaussian distribution, while in the case of
the other PCs the Gaussian character is less evident or totally
lost. It is particularly true in the case of the PDFs of the PCs
associated with theSD daily variation (plot #2 of Fig.14),

which exhibits a pronounced skewness resulting similar to
the PDF of Dst-index values.

4 Conclusions

The study of magnetic perturbations and their interpreta-
tion as current systems flowing in the Earth and in space is

Ann. Geophys., 28, 1–14, 2010 www.ann-geophys.net/28/1/2010/
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extremely complicated. The daily ground magnetic perturba-
tions are a superposition of contributions from the horizontal
ionospheric currents, field-aligned currents, currents in the
magnetosphere, and currents induced at the Earth’s surface.
Recently,Xu and Kamide(2004) andChen et al.(2007) have
shown that it is possible to separate and recognize the differ-
ent current systems that contribute to the geomagnetic field
daily variation applying the Natural Orthogonal Components
technique. In this work, we apply this method to a geomag-
netic dataset recorded at L’Aquila geomagnetic observatory
during a time interval of 12 years. Namely, we study the tem-
poral evolution, the spectral and statistical properties of the
amplitudes associated with the different EOFs, and investi-
gate the correlations between these amplitudes and a set of
descriptors of the magnetospheric and ionospheric dynam-
ics during one solar cycle (from 1993 to 2004). The found
results allowed us to reconstruct the 3-dimensional structure
of the different ionospheric and magnetospheric current sys-
tems which contribute to the geomagnetic daily variation.

According to our analysis, the three principal contribu-
tions to the geomagnetic daily variations are related to: (i) the
ionospheric currents, (ii) the current system in the ionosphere
and magnetosphere corresponding to the partial ring current
and the related field-aligned currents, and (iii) the magne-
topause currents. However, we note that NOC analysis on
the three magnetic field elements may not be able to com-
pletely separate the various contributions. The found EOFs
may include the contributions from two or more current sys-
tems or, conversely, the effect of a single current may enter
into different EOFs. This might be due to the fact that the
magnetic fields generated by different current systems in the
ionosphere and magnetosphere may interfere nonlinearly. In
this case, as already mentioned, NOC technique is not able
to completely separate the different contributions.

Furthermore, the influence of these current systems on H,
D and Z magnetic field elements is similar but not equal.
The horizontal component of the geomagnetic field (H) is
characterized by an eigenvalue spectrum where the first two
terms are of the same order in energy. In this case, both
the ionospheric wind dynamo currents and the current sys-
tem formed by the partial ring current and the field-aligned
currents contribute with an equal weight to the reconstruc-
tion of the geomagnetic daily variation. In contrast, the other
two elements (D and Z) of the geomagnetic field exhibit an
eigenvalue spectrum where the first eigenvalue is about one
order greater than the others and, therefore, the ionospheric
currents carry out a fundamental role in the structure of the
geomagnetic daily variation in respect to the other magneto-
spheric current systems.

To support our interpretation of EOFs in terms of the
various ionospheric and magnetospheric current systems,
we study the correlation between the associated amplitudes
(PCs) and a set of parameters, generally used as descriptors
of the magnetospheric and ionospheric dynamics and solar
wind changes. The results obtained indicate a good “corre-

lation”, being the found values of correlation much greater
than the 5% threshold value, between the PCs and those pa-
rameters that are responsible for the evolution of the current
systems associated with the corresponding EOFs, showing
how in some cases there could be a certain amount of cross-
talk among the different sets of EOFs. This point has been
substantiated by the investigation of nonlinear coupling us-
ing the mutual information. Moreover, in some cases there is
also a coincidence between the probability distribution func-
tions of the PCs and the external parameters that describe the
temporal evolution of these currents. The study of the proba-
bility distribution functions of all the examined PCs suggests
that temporal fluctuations of the different current systems,
contributing to the geomagnetic daily variation, are peculiar
of systems that develop through a non-equilibrium dynamics
near a stationary state where sporadic large fluctuations may
occur with a probability higher than for equilibrium Gaussian
fluctuations (Consolini et al., 2008).
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